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Brandon Wray discusses the costs
of dining in BG.
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Falcon football team looks to keep
intensity after victory.
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Astronaut Shannon
Lucid to touch down
on Wednesday.
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Legal Studies offering program

The ninth annual Department of Legal Studies
Symposium: "The Dynamics and Impact of an
Environmental Regulatory
Investigation on a Corporation" will take place today
from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. in
101 Olscamp. The presentation will feature the defendant Jim Smith, Smith's
attorney Mike Magasin and
The Los Angeles District
Attorney Cliff Klein. Slides
and videos will be shown for
about two hours, and then
the floor will be open for a
question and answer forum.
Don Boren, Department of
Legal Studies chairman,
said this is not just for the
legal minded. Boren said
that the presentation brings
up moral and ethical issues
that all can relate to.

Career course for
adults being offered

A five-week course for
adults considering a career
change or going back to
school is being offered by
Continuing Education, International and Summer
Programs at the University.
Titled "Crossroads:
Choosing New Directions,"
the course will be taught by
Lois Sonnenberg, assistant
director of adult learner
services, and Cynthia Fisher, adult learner intern. It
will meet from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m., and run from Sept. 24
to Oct. 22, on the University
campus in 2 College Park
Office Building. The fee for
the class is $25.
The course will focus on
individual needs of the class
members. Participants will
investigate various alternatives for their lives and sort
out what is important to
them by defining their personal values. They will also
take inventories to help
them identify their career
interests and personality
preferences.
For more information or
to register, call Continuing
Education, International
and Summer Progams at
372-8181.

Reeve says there is
hope

SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, Calif. - Christopher Reeve says he's sure
scientists will find a way to
help people like him walk
again.
"We really do live In an
age where nothing is impossible," the "Superman" star
said during a weekend of
fund-raising for a spinal injury research center bearing his name. Reeve was
left paralyzed from the
neck down after a horseriding accident last year.
Also Sunday, the first
Christopher Reeve
Research Medal was awarded to a Swiss nerve
regeneration researcher
who has found a way to
block molecules that inhibit
central nervous system
growth.
Martin E. Schwab of the
University of Zurich was
given $50,000 by Joan Irvine Smith, a philanthropist
and riding enthusiast who is
the main force behind the
planned research center at
the University of California, Irvine.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.
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Baker pleads not guilty
Jack Buehrer
The BG News
The alleged murderer of a
University student pleaded not
guilty to all charges in an arraignment hearing Monday
morning.
Craig M. Baker, 19, is charged
with the Sept. 7 murder of University senior Julie Kane and the
assault of her roommate, Tara
Fahringer.

The Fostoria resident sat motionless with his head bowed
throughout the proceedings, appearing to be deep in thought
while his family and friends wept
quietly in the gallery.
Public defendent, Adrian
Cimerman entered Baker's plea
of not guilty on one count of aggravated murder, two counts of
aggravated burglary and one
count of aggravated assault,
however, he left the door open to

change the plea at any time.
"We reserve the right to file
any other pleas to the indictment
should they become appropriate," Cimerman told Wood
County Common Pleas Court
Judge Gale Williamson. County
Prosecuter Alan Mayberry said
he was not suprised by Baker's
plea, and he is not open, at this
point, to plea bargain.
"If [Baker's] attorneys ask us

Phone
pranks
cause for
concern

to drop the death penalty, the
first thing I'll do is contact Tara's
and Julie's family, and get their
Input," he said. "My feelings are
that they didn't have a choice to
get involved in this, but now that
they are, they have the right to
give their opinion."
Mayberry asked last week that
the court order a sample of
Baker's blood. Cimerman requested to deny the motion for a
blood test without a search war-

rent, claiming a blood test at this
stage is more an issue of search
rather than an issue of evidence.
Judge Williamson ordered
Baker's bond to be held at
$500,000, despite Mayberry's
request for a complete denial of
bond due to the "great preponderance of evidence against
him."
Baker's next appearance before the court will be Sept. 27 for
a pre-trial hearing.

Ready for action

Dawn Keller
The BG News
The second most reported
crime at the University, telephone harassment, can result in
fines. University sanctions or jail
time.
In 1995, there were 99 reports
of phones harassment made on
campus. That is down from 141 in
1994, and 174 in 1993.
Barbara Waddell, public information officer, said telephone
harassment calls are usually
made by someone who knows the
/ictim.
"The majority of telephone
harassment calls are usually not
done by the same person," Waddell said. "It's not one person who
randomly calls. We do have some
random calls. Often we have
telephone harassment calls
where the perpetrator knows the
victim or the victim's roommate."
Waddell said students need to
recognize telephone harassment
as a crime and report it.
However, she added one hangup

Eric Cray/The AiMclited Pre..

Members of the 1st Cavalry Division remove equipment from I day. At least 3,000 troops are on standby and may be sent to Kuammunition carriers at the motor pool in Fort Hood, Texas, Sun- wait.

See TELEPHONE, page three.

University's first child-care Organizations
facility celebrates opening looking to fill
volunteer jobs
Daria Wamock
The BG News
n».l_ lll._*>L

Celebrating the opening of the
University's first child-care facility, a tour and lecture was offered Friday to introduce the
community to the new relationship between WSOS Child
Development Program and the
University.
James Garbarino, author on a
range of child and family issues
spoke to the University community about issues surrounding the
child-care facility. He was
brought to the University by the
department of Family and Consumer Sciences to discuss building the best environment far
children to live and learn.
Tours of the new center, which
opened on May 20, were available
to Introduce the University
community to the idea of an oncampus child-care facility. The
facility, located at 812 North College Dr., was developed through
a joint effort with WSOS Community Action Agency and the
University. The program holds
space for 72 children, divided
into smaller age-appropriate
groups.
Tom Chibucos, chairman of
Family and Consumer Sciences,,
said the program is slowly get-

I

ting started with a few children
in the facility.
"They're getting the wrinkles
out now," Chibucos said. "I know
there is some concern, but I think
it's going to take about a year."

to put the process In place. Currently, 30-40 families have been
accepted into the program.
Karen Freeman, director of the
child care facility, said spaces
are immediately available for
children. She said the biggest
demand now is for infants and
toddlers, but that the children
are always moving up, creating
new spaces.
"Children move on quickly,"
Freeman said. "There are always
going to be openings."
Chibucos said the spaces will
start to fill up more quickly once
the community becomes more
familiar with the program.
"We need to have them feel
Tom Chibucos
comfortable In the environchairman for Family and
ment," he said. "The University
Consumer Sciences needs to get behind doing this.
They're starting to see the ImTechnically, the University's portance."
program Is divided with the
HeadStart program. Although
Applications are still being acthe children share common cepted for new families. They
areas, teachers and other areas may be picked up at the childcare center. Applicants will be
have been divided.
"We're divided, but we're hop- able to tour the facility and speak
ing to get the kids integrated," with Freeman about policies and
Chibucos said. "We want to focus programs offered through the
on the fact that there Is a part- center.
nership."
"We're helping the family raise
A lottery system was set up for children and make sure lives are
the selection process; however, enriched," Freeman said. "I
the demand was not large enough think it's gone fairly smoothly."
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"They're getting the
wrinkles out of it
now. I know there is
some concern, but I
think it's going to
take about a year."
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Rochelle Converse
The BG News
A variety of volunteer opportunities are available for
students who want to build
their resume and gain valuable experience.
Natalie Vorst, volunteer
outreach coordinator for St.
Thomas More University Parish, can connect students with
agencies that are looking for
volunteers.
Numerous organizations
exist in Bowling Green where
students can become involved.
Some opportunities include
helping with Habitat for Humanity and Martha's Soup
Kitchen Students also can
work with children or juveniles and tutor.
Vorst said volunteer service
can be a valuable experience
for any major.
"It will enhance your college career but it will also enhance your resume and it
makes connections -- it

"I know from
experience that if
employers see that
you have
volunteered, you
have given of
yourself without
being paid, then
how much more
will you give if you
are being paid."
Natalie Vorst
volunteer outreach coordinator
networks for you," she said.
Serving as a volunteer for
an agency may serve to open
doors for employment. Resume enhancement can also be
attractive to potential employers.
"I know from experience
See VOIUNTEER, page three.
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Minors could end up caught
in bureaucratic, legal traps
President Clinton's crackdown on underage smoking
Is now encouraging a new tactic—the use of minors in
state-conducted sting operations.
In these undertakings, youths under the age of 18
attempt to purchase tobacco products at various businesses. If the business sells these products to them, they
could face the appropriate punishments for doing so.
Clinton's plan "encourages" this practice by mandating that states have inspection programs by next year for
catching tobacco vendors in these illegal sales. States that
don't comply risk losing federal drug prevention money.
The plan leaves enough leeway for states to decide
how they plan to catch businesses in these acts, but urges
states to use minors at least two to three years under the
legal smoking age of 18 for undercover operations.
What comes into question is the physical and psychological risks placed on children participating in these
undertakings. The New* believes that while the program
Is a good idea on paper, it may place too much pressure
on the youths active in the operations.
The plan outlines Its own "safeguards." Including the
obtalnment of parental consent for the child's participation; ensuring that the children are supervised by adults
with proper legal training; providing proper training for
the participants; and making sure that the children conduct stings only in stores where they are unknown.
However, this provides no guarantees that an employee
of the store that falls prey to the operation will not become
violent. It also states nothing about the psychological stress
that may ensue, should the minor get stuck in the middle
of legal battles between the stores and the state, or the
understanding of such legal issues as entrapment.

Soup's on, but it'll cost students
Note to my readers; this
column Idea was conceived
while enjoying real food at a
local Wendy's.
WHO IS GETTING RICH
OFF THE DINING HALLS? Most
students on this campus have
eaten in the dining halls here.
Have you ever noticed the insane cost of your average hamburger or salad? Call me cheap,
overly concerned about details
or whatever—this is a problem
everyone who eats on campus
should be aware of.
Every student who lives on
campus has to have a meal
plan, with the exception of a few
halls with kitchens. It's a nice
monopoly, which I thought was
Illegal. Don't give anyone a
chance to compete, and you
can charge whatever you want
for the crap that is served up.
There are roughly 7,000
students who live on campus.
These people are locked into
paying at least $775 for the
minimum meal plan. This is
7.000 people buying In bulk for
an extended period of time. You
would think that there would
be some kind of discount or
advantage for those who eat on

iran<
Wray
campus. There isn't, though. A
combo meal at the Commons
dining hall goes for $3.99 plus
tax and Isn't likely to fill you
up. The food Is nothing special,
either. It's your typical cafeteria food that in high school
would've gone for about a
$1.50.
Rather than be forced to
pay two dollars for a hamburger
that tastes like slop at Down
Under. I would want to spend
my money at a real restaurant
like BW-3 where the food might
actually taste good. I would also
probably spend less at one of
those places. You get more for
your money off campus, even
at dives like McDonald's.
I have talked to many
people about this issue. Many
don't care about how much this
costs because It's not real
money according to them; their
parents pay for it. As a person

who works to pay for my own
room and board, I am outraged
that someone would think that.
If I run out of money paying
seven dollars a meal for nothing, it will be me paying for food
at the end of the semester at
the grocery store.
At a real grocery store, a
thrifty student can get macaroni and cheese on sale for $.39
a box. At your friendly campus
Chily's convenient store the
cheesy wonderfood is sold for
about $1.50. Real grocery
stores are out to make a profit
off consumers because that Is
the nature of our economy. But
they still offer a deep discount
compared to on-campus establishments. Real grocery stores
and restaurants also have competition that helps keep prices
fair. With no legal competition
on campus, dining halls can
charge whatever they want because you have to spend money
with them.
They have your money as
soon as you pay room and
board. It's good business for
them if you don't use your meal
plan because they already have
the money.

A sharp contrast to Bowling Green's food system Is the
University of Cincinnati's system. I had the misfortune to be
there for a year and am an expert on their food system. It was
one of the few redeeming features of the institution. You
could choose from a 12. 15 or
19 meal plan. Each week you
ate that number of meals In any
dining hall. There was no Itemized price for each thing. You
could have as much as you
want or as little. You could actually get FREE REFILLS if your
bladder would take it. You
could take home thirty cookies
in your backpack if you wanted
to. I did the math when I was
there and figured out that we
paid about three dollars for
each meal. We got a break because we bought In bulk.
Bowling Green hasn't
learned this yet and the students are the ones who suffer.
Brandon Wray says lhank
you to all loyal readers. Drop
him a line at wbneil@ bgnel. He
can also be found in campus
dining halls scowling as he
nears the register.

- vyn»-

Oftentimes, adolescents are caught up in enough of
the strife of just being a teen-ager. Peer pressure, social
circles, and the stress of having to contemplate one's future can wear away at the teen mind plenty. Should these
youths be "uncovered" as behind anti-youth smoking sting
operations, the social ridicule from their peers could be
devastating.
While the local law enforcement officials are "very
pleased" with the response they have been getting from
their respective communities, one cannot be overly optimistic.
After all. something that seems too good to be true,
usually is.
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An excuse for capital punishment
"Fry the sonofabitch." We
have all heard calls like this
when a murderer is up against
the death penalty. Humanity
dictates that we take the side
of understanding, the s)de of
the murderer, the side where
his overbearing and controlling
father is blamed for the
bastard's crime of murder.
The Bible tells us "Judge
not yest ye be judged," but let's
not forget "an eye for an eye."
We put convicted murderers on
death row only to let our tax
dollars bankroll their appeals
and keep them alive.
The leading cause of
death on death row is old age.
We might as well keep them in
the free world where they have
a greater chance of dying at the
hand of another criminal. Back
to square one.
Isn't it ironic that children
sit In hospitals dying, elderly
take advantage of a dog food
sale because they can't afford
anything else, red-blooded
Americans who gave an arm or
leg for their country barely survive on a pittance of a monthly
check, and the mentally ill live
and die on our cities' streets?
We cut funding and money
for those people and their survival, but we make damn sure
that a mass murderer gets.his
three square meals a day and
a warm place to sleep. AJall cell
may not be an oasis, but it is a
lot better than Purina and an

uesi
Columnist
Anger and outrage
should pulse through
your veins. Anger that
stems from love of
humanity, not hatred
of It.

alley.
I'd like to see a bureaucrat
tell a terminally ill child faceto-face that assistance from the
government Is cut and medicine that has given her a fighting chance so far is gone, Just
so Death Row can watch
"Baywatch" on their Sony TVs.
I'd like to see the same
bureaucrat explain to Julie
Kane's family that although her
killer may get the death penalty, there is a very slim chance
that he will die by the switch.
In the same breath I want
him to explain that the same
dollars that are taking out of
their check each week will go
to keeping the felon fed.
clothed, and alive.
All the while. Julie's family and friends are forced to live
with a memory of a human be-

ing whose life was brutally
ripped from this God's earth by
someone whojust cashed in his
check for the right to live. I
wonder if the commandment
applies to someone who Is
something less of a human being and more of an animal?
I refuse to even write the
name of the child that took
Julie's life and attempted to
take another. The victim could
have been our sister, mother,
friend, girlfriend, neighbor,
daughter, us. He could have
taken the life of anyone in the
houses he stopped at. anyone
on the street, anyone.
Any human being should
wish they were there to stop it
from happening, to stop him.
not thanking their lucky stars
that they weren't. Anger and
outrage should pulse through
your veins. Anger that stems
from love of humanity, not hatred of it.
Sometimes it is worth getting Involved. If the people in
blue can't get there in time,
meet a criminal with a clenched
fist or Inform him on how accurate a 20 gauge is from 10
feet away.
Protect your neighbor,
help your community. The police can't do everything, they
are strapped as It is. I applaud
our officers for the Job they did
on that Saturday night. They
may have not been there in time
to save Julie, but they sure as

hell prevented it from happening to someone else.
Just Imagine—If Joe Bureaucrat cleared up some of the
clutter on Death Row and allocated that funding to pay for
one more officer, Julie may sUll
be alive. Imagine If Joe Bureaucrat gave some of that funding
to our educational system,
maybe the warping of a child's
brain could be nipped In the
bud. Julie could still be here.
Violence Isn't the answer
to everything. It isn't even the
answer to a few things. I am not
advocating armed citizens
walking the streets searching
for murderers. What I am advocating is a change of mind
set.
A mind set where crimes
such as murder and rape aren't
punished lightly. A mind set
that can help prevent losses
such as Julie's life. A mind set
that can save someone close to
you. A mind set that forgives
and punishes. A mind set that
reminds us that sanity can be
found on earth, it begins in
your head. A mind set that
some housecleanlng is in order.
God rest your soul. Julie.
May He give your family and
friends the strength they need.
And may His wrath have no
mercy on the one that took His
gift from you.
We don't need his kind
here.
Don Nemilz is a guest columnist for The BG News.
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Students
can fight
ticketing

Students recall
time overseas

Bite to be Wild

Rochelle Convene
The BG News

Dawn Keller
The BG News

University students who recently returned from study
abroad programs met Saturday
morning to share their experiences.
Sally Raymont, director of the
study abroad program, said It Is
important to provide students
with the opportunity to discuss
how they viewed living in another country.
"I think it's important because
it gives students the opportunity
to really share their experiences
with other students who have had
either the same experience or a
similar experience," she said.

Students who have reason to
believe they should not pay a
parking ticket fine can appeal It
to the Student Court.
An appeal form can be obtained in the Parking and Traffic
office or at the Student Court in
464 Student Services.
Lisa Brubach, Student Court
secretary, said the proceedings,
which are made up of undergraduate students, take about 10
minutes.
"One student will represent the
student appealing the ticket, and
one student will represent the
University," Brubach said.
Brubach said most students
plead guilty with mitigation to
the court, which is independent
of University Parking and Traffic Services.
"Since you have a ticket, you've parked illegally," she said.
"We're trying to decide if there
were mitigating circumstances
that make it unjust for you to pay
the fine."
Brubach said students will be
asked questions by the student
representing them and the student representing the University.
"You will be able to tell your
story," she said. "We want to get
all of the information on the
table."
Three or four justices will hear
the case and make a decision.

KMlf Johmon/Thr BGN.»i

Paul Tod, a senior, takes a bite on two and a half pound of steak after a tiring rugby game.
See TICKETS, page five.
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See STUDY, page five.
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VOLUNTEER

Continued from page one.

call is not necessarily harassment.
"Sometimes people simply dial
the wrong number and instead of
being courteous enough to say
'I've dialed the wrong number,"
they hang up," she said. "If you've been on the receiving end of
harassing phone calls, record day
and time of calls and watch for a
pattern. If you get two or three
calls in a row, or two or three
calls at the same time a couple of
days in a row, you definitely want
to report it to police."

students should go to great
lengths to protect their long distance code.
"Keep it in a safe place, treat it
like a credit card. If it is lost, or
you think someone has gotten a
hold of it, report it immediately,"
Gross said. "You will be issued a
new code."

tance calls and they try 60 or 70
codes.
"If students try to randomly
dial numbers, we will be alerted
and we will catch them," he said.
Gross said students will be
pursued criminally and through
the University judicial system.
Jill Carr, associate dean of students, said there is not one specific sanction for University students.
"We utilize a variety of sanctions from a warning to expulsion," Carr said. "It depends on
the ramifications and their past
history."

"We utilize a variety
of sanctions from a
warning to expulsion.
It depends on the
ramifications and
their past history."

Waddcll said the University
will not trace calls just so the victim can indentify the caller.
Jill Cart"If we do that, we will prosassociate dean of students
ecute," she said. "We will refer
them to the University judicial
Waddcll said students should
process where some sanction is
imposed to let them know this is not even give their code to a
friend.
serious."
"There's no guarantee that
Waddell said if someone uses
another student's phone card, it friend might give it to someone
should be reported to University else. Before you know it, five or
Police immediately.
six people might know your
"That is theft," Waddell phone code," Waddell said. "Be
said."They have stolen your very careful with it. Memorize it
phone code, and they are using it and throw it away."
to charge calls to your account."
Gross said TelecommunicaThomas Gross, director of Tel- tions is alerted when a particular
ecommunications Services, said phone is trying to make long dis-

MOVIE

Raymont said students need
another outlet that will help them
to process what has happened
during study abroad. Often,
friends or family may not be as
willing to talk for hours about the
experience, she added.
The discussion, facilitated by
Raymont, focused on the various
aspects of what it is like to live in
another country. Common experiences can include communication barriers in language and culture shock
Roger Zender, junior telecommunications major, said he
anticipated culture shock when
arriving in France. He was
homesick for the first day but the
adjustment became easier after
meeting with other Bowling
Green students.
He also said culture shock was
not as intense for him because
many people in France speak

English.
"If there was ever a problem,
there was always a way out of It.
There was never a time where
you were just stuck," he said.
Other themes of the event included what challenges were
faced, achievements accomplished and what it was like returning to the United States.
Zader said he gained a greater
appreciation for the United
States.
"After living over there and
having control taken away from
you and then to come back here, I
feel like I could do anything in
the States," he said.
Ian Young, philosophy doctoral
student, also lived in France this
summer. He said it was good to
come home to familiar surroundings. Although he enjoyed his
summer tour of France and
gained a lot from the experience,
he said he would not want to live
there.
Raymont said students have a
variety of reasons for choosing to
study abroad. Students often
study abroad to fulfill a language

MOVIt

STILLS

POSTERS

also makes me feel like I'm doing
KIRK's COIN
something worthwhile for the
LAUNDRY
community, rather than just go709 S. Main SL
that if employers see that you ing through my day-to-day life
352-0397
have volunteered, you have given and going to school and studyOpen 24 Hours
' Napoleon
of yourself without being paid, ing," he said.
then how much more will you
give if you are being paid," Vorst
said.
Jim Buss, freshman social
studies education major, has
served as a volunteer for Habitat
and Martha's Soup Kitchen. He
views volunteer services as a
way to give something to the
community.
^Carvings. Jewelry and other Imported goods
"It gives me a good feeling and
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Patrolman cleared in wreck

Lucky fan
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Fatal Perry County accident did not involve sheriffs deputy
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Amy Root, left, of Plymouth, Ohio, laughs as she is recognized as
the three millionth fan for the season Sunday, at the game between the Oakland Athletics and the Cleveland Indians at Jacobs
Field in Cleveland.

LANCASTER, Ohio - There is
no evidence that a Perry County
sheriff's deputy was involved in
a crash that killed a motorcyclist
in May, the State Highway Patrol
said Monday.
David Newman, 29, of Mount
Perry, died in the crash May 19
in Perry County. His mother,
Charlene Newman, claimed that
Deputy Jared Wright may have
been involved in the crash.
However, patrol Commander

XENIA, Ohio - A hippie who
gained fame on "The Late Show
with David Letterman" and
stands accused of violating probation on a drug conviction
turned himself into Ohio authorities Monday.
Manny the Hippie, whose real
name is Micah Papp, turned himself in to the Greene County
prosecutor's office and was taken to jail. He is scheduled to appear before Judge Thomas Rose
of Greene County Common Pleas
Court Tuesday.

%

& W

165 S.Main (Downtown

Keys said the initial
ruling would stand
that speed and drugs
and alcohol caused
Newman's crash.

termined.
Keys said the initial ruling
would stand that speed and alcohol and drugs caused Newman's
crash.
Keys said Newman's blood alcohol level was 0.16 percent. The
legal limit in Ohio is 0.10 percent.
Marijuana also was found in
Newman's system, the patrol
said.
Mrs. Newman could not be
reached to comment. There is no
home phone listed in her name in
Mount Perry.

'Manny the Hippie* accused of violating drug probation
James Hannah

Better check out the
stationary at

toward a deputy not long before
the crash. The deputy turned
around to pursue the cyclist but
never caught up with the vehicle,
Keys said. The identity of that
motorcyclist was not de-

Letterman guest to face trial
The Associated Press

Dad's worried
because
you haven't
written
home asking
for money

Lt. Rick Keys said there was no
evidence that any other vehicle
was involved.
Keys said people who had
claimed to see the crash had told
Newman that a sheriff's cruiser
was behind her son's motorcycle
before the accident. Keys said
investigators interviewed 10 of
those people and checked cruiser
repair records and other reports
and found no basis for the claim.
Investigators had determined
that a motorcyclist in the same
area made an obscene gesture

Papp, 20, of San Francisco, was
accused of selling a small amount
of marijuana to an undercover
policeman when he lived in Ohio
in 1995. Last March, he was sentenced to five years' probation
after pleading guilty to trafficking in marijuana.

Mark Adkins, an investigator
with the Greene County prosecutor's office, said Papp violated his probation by leaving
Ohio for California without the
court's permission.
"I knew they would eventually
get hip and see me on TV and say
let's go get him," Papp said at a
news conference before turning
himself in. "But it was a chance
worth taking. At least now I have
a career. Before all this, I was
just homeless, hanging out on the
street, hitchhiking back and
forth from here to there."
It was on Letterman's show
that Papp took Letterman on a
tour of San Francisco's HaightAshbury district and exposed
him to street lingo such as
"schwag" (bad), "dank" (good)
and "diggity dank" (quite good).
Adkins said someone in the
probation department spotted
Papp on the show.

"When he became a star, that's
when we found out where he
was," Adkins said.
Papp left Ohio after receiving
threatening telephone calls from
people who were afraid he would
expose them, said John Rion,
Papp's attorney.
"His decision at that time was
to leave the state to avoid that
danger," Rion said. "Once he got
away from that, he was afraid the
court would not understand his
motivation."
Papp called his attempt to
make money selling drugs "a
mistake."
"I was wrong on that," he said.
"When you're in that line of
work, everyone gets busted
eventually."
Papp said he was arrested in
San Francisco after he received a
ticket for skateboarding. Since
he was wanted in Ohio, he went to
jail and served eight days before

being released on bond.
Papp said he fears his career
will be ruined if he is sent to
prison. He said he is currently in
negotiations to appear on "Saturday Night Live," MTV and
several television commercials.
He also plans to audition for a
movie.
Rion said he hopes the judge allows Papp to continue serving his
probation in California. But Rion
said Rose could sentence Papp to
as much as 18 months in prison.
"Our objective is to keep him
out of prison," Rion said. "He
came back voluntarily at his own
expense to surrender himself to
demonstrate he Is even a better
person now than the person who
was placed on probation."
And what does Papp think?
"I hope it comes out diggity
dank," he replied.

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment,
balance, and coordination. Don't
drink and ride. Or your last
drink might be your las! drink.'
MOTMCTCUUreTYl
&

If you're into computer sciences, data processing, accounting,
auditing, math or law...

Lou ScnnlluThc Associated Preaa

Olympic Gold Medal Decathlete Dan O'Brien Is surrounded by school kids Sunday afternoon in
Klamutb Falls, Ore. O'Brien grew up in Klamuth Falls, and this was the first public reception for
the athlete since winning the gold.
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get in touch with State Farm.
Our career opportunities are many and varied for qualified grads. If you're selected, you'll enjoy
the advantages of working with a respected leader in the insurance industry. Expert training. Stateof-the-art equipment. Excellent pay and benefits. Plenty of room to grow. And you'll enjoy
Bloominglon, Illinois, too. It's a thriving community with the social, cultural and recreational activities
afforded by two universities
Contact your Placement Director, or write Mary Holman, Assistant Director Home Office
Personnel Relations, One State Farm Plaza, Bloomington, Illinois 61710.
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attempting to
win civil case
Linda Deutsch
The Associated Press

SANTA MONICA, Calif. OJ. Simpson can't introduce
evidence he was a victim of a
police frame-up unless he first
shares it with the plaintiffs in
the wrongful-death case
against him, a judge ruled
Monday.
If he does not comply, Simpson could lose important building blocks for the argument
that carried the day with jurors at his criminal trial: that
police contaminated and
planted evidence.
Superior Court Judge Hiroshi Fujisaki set a Sept. 23
deadline for Simpson to lay
out the evidence for his frameup defense.
The judge's order adds teeth

to a standard requirement that
both sides in a civil action
share information.
Once they get a look at the
evidence, the plaintiffs could
then ask the judge to throw it
out as irrelevant, too flimsy or
otherwise inadmissible.
Jury selection is expected to
begin Wednesday in the
wrongful death lawsuit blaming Simpson for the 1994 slayings of ex-wife Nicole Brown
Simpson and Ronald Goldman.
The victims' families are suing Simpson.
At Simpson's criminal trial,
his lawyers used videotapes,
expert witnesses and physical
evidence to try to make a circumstantial case for contamination and planting.

Marcla Dunn
The Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla - Relief is on the way for NASA astronaut Shannon Lucid.
Space shuttle Atlantis blasted
off Monday on a mission to bring
her home from the Russian space
station Mir, where she has spent
a record-breaking six months in
orbit.
Atlantis, more than six weeks
late because of mechanical trouble and two hurricanes, is supposed to dock with Mir late
Wednesday, despite the failure of
a critical power unit that could
force NASA to cut the flight
short.
Lucid will immediately trade
places with shuttle astronaut
John Blaha, her replacement.
NASA briefly considered moving up the docking to Tuesday
because of the mysterious shutdown of one of three hydraulic
power units minutes after liftoff.
But the space agency held to its
original schedule because of the
extra fuel that would have to be
used to arrive at Mir early.
The problem still could lead

America lacks hygiene
Researchers find evidence of bad bathroom habits
Daniel Q. Haney
The Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS - Millions of
Americans routinely ignore one
of Mom's most important pieces
of advice: Wash your hands after
you go to the bathroom.
This unsettling item of news
was gathered in the only way
possible - by actually watching
what people do (or don't do) in
public restrooms.
The researchers - If that's
what they should be called - hid
in stalls or pretended to comb

TICKETS

society's annual infectiousdisease conference
For some reason, college graduates were slightly less likely
than were less educated people to
say they wash up.
Actually, Mother's advice may
be part of the problem.
"Moms often today are not telling their kids to wash their
hands," said Dr. Gail Cassell of
the University of Alabama.
"Schools aren't telling children
about it. We need to be reminded
that this is important."

Pack it on Till it Sticks in 96 Pack it on Till it Sticks in 96

Continued from page three.

"It's a group of your peers reviewing your mitigating circumstances," she said. "They are independent of us."
Enriquez said the court has
given Parking and Traffic some
good suggestions.

Pack it on Till it Sticks in '96
Our Annual mud Volleyball Tournament will be
held on Sun. Sept. 22 from 9 to 4 behind the Field
House. Forms are available at the Mileti Alumni
Center. Have any questions call: Angela 3523741. There will be a live DJ & great prizes.
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days, set last year.
Blaha, 54, a retired Air Force
colonel and former combat pilot,
is scheduled to spend a comparatively scant four months on Mir.
NASA expects to decide Tuesday whether to shorten the
amount of time that Atlantis and
Mir are supposed to be linked five days - and push up landing. The two space crews have to
haul two tons of food, water and
other supplies from Atlantis to
Mir and one ton of gear in the opposite direction. It would be the
biggest space transfer ever.

W.JXS AvMtc'vai^
croofo, ox) mrnf* v^i*->
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"I think that with heroic
efforts, we could get most everything transferred in a day, but
that would not be a very pleasant
way to do business," NASA flight
director Paul Dye said before the
flight.
After Lucid gets back, it will
take weeks if not months for her
body to readapt to gravity. She
said she wants to hit the bookstores, ride her bike with "the
wind in your face and the sun on
your back," and go skating with
her daughters.
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The space shuttle Atlantis roars off the launch pad early Monday
morning, beginning a ten-day mission which Includes the fourth
docking at the Russian space station Mir.

IrGRAND OPENING r MAINTENANCE
SPECIAL
I TUNE-UP SPECIAL*
I
Sat. Sept. 21
I 4 Cylinder *32.95
Fr»« Hot Dog and
6 Cylinder »36.95
Hamburger!
1
8 Cylinder *39.95
LUBE. OIL & FILTER

Undergraduate Alumni Association Presents

Brubach said it will take a couple of weeks to complete the process.
Stacie Enriquez, administrative assistant in Parking and
Traffic, said she believes the
Student Court is a fair way to
handle complaints.

TONIGHT
AT
THE

their hair while observing 6,333
men and women do their business in five cities last month.
"Hand washing in this country
has become all but a lost art,"
said Dr. Michael T. Osterholm,
the Minnesota state epidemiologist.
Osterholm heads the public
health committee of the American Society for Microbiology,
which sponsored the survey with
Bayer Corp., the aspirin maker.
The figures were gathered by
Wirthlin Worldwide, a survey
firm, and released Monday at the

NASA to shorten the docked
phase of the 10-day mission and
bring Lucid back to Earth a little
early.
The three hydraulic units are
not used in orbit but are vital
during the launch and the landing, controlling the wing flaps,
rudder and landing gear. The
shuttle probably could land
safely with just one of the units,
but NASA prefers to have two
working backups.
Mir was over the Pacific west
of South America when Atlantis
and its crew of six finally took
off at 4:54 a.m. Because of the
way Mir was turned, Lucid and
her two Russian crewmates were
out of radio contact at the time.
When communication was
restored some 20 minutes later,
Russia's Mission Control passed
along the good news, which Lucid
already knew.
"Hey, I saw the shuttle
launch!" Lucid exclaimed.
"You saw the shuttle launch?"
a controller repeated incredulously.
"No, I saw it afterward."
Whatever she saw or meant,
her joy was unmistakable.
The 53-year-old biochemist and
mother of three grown children
has been living on Mir since
March and should have been
home in early August. But problems with booster rockets (the
two on Atlantis had to be replaced) and bad weather delayed
her ride.
If Atlantis returns as scheduled on Sept. 26, Lucid will have
spent 188 days in space. She
already holds the U.S. space endurance record as well as the
world record for a woman.
A male Russian cosmonaut,
Valery Polyakov, holds the overall space endurance record of 438

Located At:

989 S. Main
(Next to Pagliai's)
Bowling Green

1058 N. Main
(in front of
T.C.B.Y.)
Bowling Green
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Tested By The State
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Just 25c a Gallon
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Pakistan filled
with refugees
Kathy Gannon
The Associated Press

J.mc. A. FlnlcyfThe Aiioclatrd Pnn

Family, friends and members of Ibe International Association of I pany's St. Louis plant Sunday. The outing was meant to ease hard
Machinists, along with other employees of McDonnell Douglas, feelings over a recent 99-day employee strike,
look at an F-1S fighter plane In the final assembly area at the com- I

Potential robbers leave
plans for Swedish police
The police had a copy.
When the two suspects tried to
OSLO, Norway - There was rob the Norwegian postal seronly one thing wrong with the vice's cash transport between the
plan two men drew up for a $1.56 northern towns of Bodoe and
Narvik, 30 heavily armed police,
million robbery on Monday.
The Associated Press

STUDY
Continued from page three.

requirement but also may want
the experience of living in another culture.
Study abroad provides students the opportunity to develop
a helicopter and fleet of police valuable qualities for the job
market. Qualities such as indecars were waiting.
One suspect was shot, suffer- pendence, self-confidence, being
ing minor wounds in both legs. more flexible and taking risks
The other surrendered peaceful- are attractive to potential employers, she said.
ly.

RUSH Pi Kappa Phi
Live band tonight
Colorado Biosphere 7:30 - 9:30
is where its at!

20 years of excellence at BG

nKO

Located in the Woodland Mall

Ths Pi Kappa house is located on old fraternity row, near Jerome Library

TORKHAM, Afghanistan The old woman peers out from
beneath her black shawl at the
Pakistani border guard. Slowly,
shyly, she lifts her pants to
reveal an artificial leg.
"Please," she whispers. "Let
me in. I cant take any more
fighting.The crowd of several thousand
people surges toward the giant
steel gates, hoping they will
open.
They don't. Pakistan already
has 1.5 million Afghans who fled
the Soviet occupation in the
1980s. Authorities say they cant
afford any more, including those
now fleeing the factional war
that has raged since Muslim insurgents threw out the Communists in 1992.
This time, the refugees at the
border gate are fleeing the bombing of Jalalabad, a town 45 miles
away that the Taliban faction
overran last week In a stunning
sweep through eastern and
northeastern Afghanistan.
Several Pakistani border
guards lunge at the crowd, beating It back with nightsticks.
Suddenly, gunshots ring out
and everyone scatters. Taliban
fighters grab their rocket launchers and machine guns and
scramble toward the gates for a
showdown.

"The gates should be open between the two countries. They
should let everyone in," says
Maulvi Ahmed, a local commander of the Taliban, which
controls two-thirds of the country. "What are they afraid of?"

"This is not living.
This is Hell."
Abdullah
The standoff ends after Pakistan agrees to let In some of the
most desperate. A man goes
through with an old woman on his
back. The woman with the artificial leg is allowed to cross.
Slowly, steadily, the most wretched pass into Pakistan.
"What kind of a life is this?"
says a university student who
gives his name only as Abdullah.
"This is not living. This is helL"
He has barely spoken those
words when a blinding dust
storm suddenly rolls in across
the parched plains. Women
crouch deeper inside their burqas, the tent-like garment that
covers Afghan women head-totoe. Men strap their turbans
around their faces.
The beleaguered who have
given up hope of getting into Pakistan begin the Journey back to
Jalalabad along a road that, like
the border, is littered with
misery.

Mike's Party Mart *

north of LUoknort)

Natural light 6i ke 12pk cans $4.99
Natural Light and Ice Suitcase $10.59
Busch & Busch Light 12pk cons $5.99
Busch & Busch Light Suitcase $9.99
Bud and Bud Light 12 pk cons $8.29
Bud and Bud Light Suitcase $14.59

PartY Bolls!!
Bud 61 Bud Light Light $26.95
Coots Light $23.99

DON'T BE JUST
ANOTHER
NUMBERS
Get your senior
portrait in the
yearbook.
This Is The Last Week!

P009999811

Schedule your appointment today.
Call Carl Wolf Studio at
1-800-969-1338.
Photos will be taken in the
KEY office, 28 West Hall,
Monday thru Friday,
10 a.m. -1 p.m.; 2 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Sports
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Falcons want to keep intensity
FOOTBALL

NOTEBOOK
Scott Brown
BG News
Sports Editor

The win over Temple was a solid showing for Bowling Green,
but the team knows that it needs
to get better in preparation for
the Mid-American Conference
opener this Saturday at 2 p.m. in
Oxford against the Miami Redskins.
The Falcons dominated most
phases of the game against the
Owls, more so than the 20-16 final
might indicate.
Miami is considered by many
as the MAC frontrunner after
Toledo's Wasean Tait went down
with a season-ending injury. The
Redskins are 2-1 overall and are
coming off a tough 21-14 loss at
Indiana
"We've got to continue to improve," coach Gary Blackney
said Monday in his weekly press
conference. "We've got to continue to play at the same level of
intensity and with the same
amount of effort and energy. We
have to be consistent in that area
on both sides of the football."
Injury report
The Falcons had the usual
bumps and bruises after Saturday's game, but no players are
expected to be extremely limited
in practice, let alone this week's
game at Miami.
Quarterback Bob Niemet sat
out a few plays in the second
quarter Saturday after being hit
hard at the end of a 17-yard run.
He and safety Junior Williams,
who has a mildly sprained ankles,
were the only players whose
health worried Blackney.

Falcon quarterback Bob Niemet (12) eludes Temple's Robert Kelly (93) In Saturday's home opener. Niemet
ncy said. "So far I really like our
routine. We start the week by
bringing the kids back in Sunday,
work out and then take Monday
off.

entire career for barrelling for
as much yardage as possible, as
opposed to the "safety slide" at
the end of runs that most quarterbacks utilize. He was hurt
Saturday doing exactly that.

"I think that's really going to
help [Niemet]. I hope he'll be
"I'm ... either going to have to
back.[Tuesday] to start throw- teach him the hook and slide
technique or change his numing."
Niemet has had a penchant his ber," Blackney laughed. "You've

"[Niemet] took a few shots, but
he came back in to play, and he
was sore after the game," Black-

Women's golf, soccer could have new place in conference
Vines Guerrieri
The BG News
Women athletes at the University may have two new sports to
compete in for a Mid-American
Conference title.
According to Tom Lessig,
communications director of the
Mid-American r
Conference,
the addition of
women's soccer and women's golf as
conference
sports will be
voted on in October.
BGSU athletics director
Zwierlein
Ron Zwierlein said six of the ten
teams currently within the MAC,

Ohio."
A 1993 mandate by the MAC
Presidents' Council calling for an
equal number of men's and women's sports was the impetus for
these actions, according to
According to Heather Bro- Zwierlein. He said that gender
cious, graduate assistant at Kent equity was a reason, but not the
State University's Sports Infor- sole reason.
mation Office, a resolution will
be voted on by the Kent Board of
Zwierlein cited rich tradition
Trustees Thursday to add wom- and good facilities, including
en's soccer for fall 1997.
Mickey Cochrane Field, in adding the sports. He also referred
Tom Picclrillo, the newly- to demographics and geographappointed women's soccer coach, ies that lend themselves to womhas high hopes for his program, en's soccer, a statement Picciriwhich will start play in the fall of llo echoes.
1997.
"It's a good, inexpensive sport
"My guess is we will have
"Coming in as a new program, I
women's golf in the conference think we have a shot," Piccirillo to start," Piccirillo said. "I think
in fall 1997," Brunsink said.
said. "I want us to become the you'll see the number of teams
The women's soccer team at premier women's soccer team In increase."
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next year. Bowling Green will
join the University of Toledo,
Eastern Michigan, Northern Illinois and Western Michigan.
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THE BG NEWS/ WBGU SPORTS

FALCON ATHLETES
OF THE WEEK

Brian
Manns

Lori
Hilton

Football
Junior

Volleyball
Senior

Kenton
Kenlon HS.

Cemerburg
Highland HS.

Manns, an outside linebacker,
spurred BG's linebacking corps
wiih seven tackles and one sack in
the win over Temple. BG's
linebackers combined for 32 tackles
in the victory.

Hilton, the first two-time Player of
the Week, spurred the volleyball
team to four wins in five matches
last week. She has led the "Falcons
in kills 10 times in the last 11
matches.
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HONORABLE MENTION: Tons Hokomb. football: i P Mershon. football: Steve Kkin.
soccer, Scott Vallow. soccer. Tony Dore. soccer; Radu Manin, men's tennis
THE FALCON ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
ts a |0|n' venture of The BG News and WBGU
Sports, the students' guides to BGSU athletics.
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WBGU
FM-88.1

SOMETHANG 2
GET IN 2 TUESDAY

I(4PHATJ96)J
353-PAPA

"BEAT
THE
CLOCK"
Between 5 - 7 PM
Tuesdoy Only

The Time You Call is the Price You
Pay For o Lorge One Item Pizza!!
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The BG Newt/Doug Khrcnaviky
188 yards.

HOUU

fFosfFree
Delivery

l

II

14 for 30 with

got to love a kid like that, but... I
The four starters - brothers loss of 11 yards.
was telling him 'get out [of Kevin and Joe O'Neill on the in"You have two playmakers on
bounds], get out!'"
side and J.P. Mershon and Brian the inside and you have two anManns on the outside ~ combined chors on the outside," Blackney
Linebackers putting clamps on for 32 tackles against the Owls.
said. "The perimeter of your deopposing teams
fense is really set when you have
Mershon and Manns in particu- people like J.P. and Brian Manns.
The Falcons' linebacking corps lar shone on Saturday. The form- Now, with two outstanding playrcinterated against Temple why er, a transfer from Wittenberg, makers inside with the O'Neill
it is considered one of the best in had eight tackles while Manns brothers, you have a pretty good
the region.
had the team's lone sack for a situation."

MAC may make alliance
or a majority of the thirteen
teams that will be in the conference starting in 1997, must sponsor a team for that sport to be included in the conference.
Todd Brunsink, women's golf
coach at the University, said that
in addition to BG, the University
of Toledo, Ohio University and
Eastern Michigan are fielding a
women's golf team this year.
Northern Illinois University,
which joins the MAC next year,
will also field a squad.
Though there are only five
schools committed to women's
golf for next season, Brunsink
remains optimistic.

passed was
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REE TRUE PASSION 2 THA 1ST
PEOPLE THERE BEFORE 11:2

•LIVE DJ KIETJISUCCESS
• POOL TABLES, VIDEO CAMERS
rV^BAR
BAR & DOOR
DOO PRIZES
J
/
\

**DRINK SPECIALS**
COLLEGE I.D. A 21+OVER

AT CAMERS 893 S. MAIN ST.
SEPT. 17, TUESDAY 9:21-2:21
82 BEFORE 10:21- 83 AFTER
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Molitor becomes
21st to get 3,000
The Associated Press
KANSAS CITY. Ma - Paul Molitor got his 3,000th career hit
Monday night, becoming the 21st
major leaguer to reach the mark
and the first to do it with a triple.
Molitor's historic hit came exactly three years to the day that
Dave Winfield got No. 3,000. Like
Molitor, Winfield was bom in St.
Paul, Minn., and was playing for
the hometown Minnesota Twins
when he made it to the milestone.
Molitor singled In the first inning for No. 2,999 and flied out in
the third.
With one out in the fifth, Molitor hit an opposite-field fly ball to
the alley off Kansas City rookie
Jose Rosado. Center fielder Rod
Myers and right fielder Jon Nun nally both tried to run it down but
slowed up as they came together,
and the ball dropped just behind
them.
Molitor, 40, reached the
plateau with his major leagueleading 211th hit of the season,
and the 105th triple of a career
that started in 1978 with Milwaukee. He signed last December with the Twins.
Molitor's teammates ran onto
the field to congratulate him
after the hit, as did Twins manager Tom Kelly, who rarely
leaves the dugout to join celebrations.
Two other members of the
3,000-hlt club, Robin Yount, who
played more than a decade with
Molitor in Milwaukee, and former Royals star George Brett
watched from an upstairs box at
Kauffman Stadium. Also on hand
was American League president
Gene Budig.
The crowd in Kansas City gave
Molitor a standing ovation when

•

he came to plate, and another
ovation after the hit.
Molitor raised his average to
.343 with his 3,000th hit. The
Twins designated hitter is on his
way to his 11th .300 season, and
sixth in seven years.
The seven-time Ail-Star and
MVP of the 1993 World Series
with Toronto admitted before the
game he was more relaxed than
he had been the day befoe while
trying to get the historic hit at
home.
"The thing about yesterday
was it was not relaxing," Molitor,
who got a standing ovation from
the sparse Kauffman Stadium
crowd each time he came to the
plate, said before the game.
"Now, to be away from trying
to do it on one given day in Minnesota, naturally, I think I'll be a
little more relaxed tonight," he
said.
Molitor, who is also the first
man to reach the rare plateau in a
season in which he got more than
200 hits, had made up his mind to
enjoy the chase.
"It's fun," he said. "The response and the letters and the
calls that I've gotten, and the
crowd yesterday - how could you
not enjoy something like this? To
do it at home with my family present would have been the bestcase scenario.
"But on a personal note, I dont
want that to take away from
what's going to be a very special
moment in my career. It didn't
happen at home, but it's still going to be a good thing. It's going
to happen somewhere, somehow,
and I'm going to enjoy it when it
does."
The previous two players to get
3,000 hits -- Winfield in 1993 and

OC^fn

20

Drafted in the 28th round by St.
Louis in 1974, Molitor chose to
pass up the pros and went to the
University of Minnesota, where
he became a two-time All-Big
Ten selection. Milwaukee took
him with the third pick overall in
1977, and Molitor spent only one
season in the minors before starting at shortstop for the Brewers
to open the 1978

TANNING VISITS FOR $25

I °D^ltoC3
9

Eddie Murray last year - did it at
the Metrodome. Molitor hoped to
reach the mark at home, but went
0-for-3 Sunday against Seattle.
Molitor has missed 592 games
in his career because of injuries,
and made 12 trips to the disabled
list from 1980-90.
He only got to 2,000 hits on
July 30, 1991, with a single off
Kansas City's Bret Saberhagen,
but has been relatively healthy
since then in his pursuit of 3,000.
He has not missed a game this
season.
Molitor grew up across the
Mississippi River from Minneapolis, with Minnesota Twins for
his heroes. Harmon Killebrew,
Bob Allison, Camilo Pascual and
Mudcat Grant were among his
favorites. The one non-Twin he
tried to emulate as a boy was
Pete Rose, whose 4,256 hits are
the most ever.
Fittingly, Molitor has gone into
history this season alongside his
boyhood hero, joining Rose as the
only 40-year-old players with 600
at-bats in a season. Rose did it at
age 41 in 1982, the same year Molitor was helping the Milwaukee
Brewers to the World Series with
the first of his four 200-hit
seasons. In the 1982 Series, Molitor tied a record with five hits in
a game.

D^Hdf*Tc»vilng Salons

832 S. Main
352-9763

dPrm
Paul Molitor addresses a standing ovation at Kauffman Stadium after getting his 3,000th hit. Molitor is
only the 21st player In history to reach the milestone.

RUSH

| 'Hey Seniors.
* Qive Santa

Bears
kicker
waived
The Associated Press

a breaks

this
| Christm

Delta Tau Delta

"f Qive your
rjt parents
* something
only they could love...

1993 ALL - SPORTS CHAMPIONS

LAKE FOREST, 111. ~ The Chicago Bears today cut placekicker Carlos Huerta, who
missed three field goals in the
first three games.
Huerta, 4-of-7 on field goals in
his first NT1, season, had beaten
out veteran Kevin Butler for the
job. Butler was the lone remaining member of the Bears' only
Super Bowl team.
Huerta missed a 44-yard attempt Sunday in a loss to the Vikings, and Bears coach Dave
Wannstedt said after the game
that the kicking situation would
be re-evaluated.
"I feel like my job's in jeopardy every time I take the
field," Huerta said.

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

A -picture ofyou!i
SENIOR PORTRAITS ARE BEING TAKEN!

Intramural All Sports Champs
Schedule your appointment by calling
Carl Wolf Studio at 1800-969-1 338.
Photos will be taken in the KEY office,
28 West Hall, Mon. - Fri.
10 a.m. - 1 p.m.; 2 p.m. - 6p.m.

Make your appointment today to guarantee
L
delivery by Christmas!
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All Rush Events in New Fraternity Row Court Yard
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Tiger Woods places
Indians cut magic
number down to two fifth at Quad City
The Associated Press
CHICAGO -- Kevin Seltzer
hit a go-ahead single and Jack
McDowell survived a shaky
start as the Cleveland Indians
moved to the verge of their
second straight AL Central title Monday night by beating
the Chicago White Sox 4-3.
The Indians, whose magic
number is two, can clinch the
crown by beating the secondplace White Sox on Tuesday or
Wednesday night.
The White Sox, who have lost
five of their last seven, fell
three games behind Baltimore
in the AL wild-card race. The
Orioles-Brewers game was
rained out Monday.
Chicago had a 3-0 lead after
Frank Thomas and Harold
Baines hit back-to-back
homers in the third. Thomas,
who had three solo homers
Sunday in Fenway Park, also
doubled in a first-inning run.
But Wilson Alvarez (15-9),
who had not surrendered an
earned run to the Indians in IS
2-3 innings this season before
Monday night, couldn't hold

the lead.
McDowell (12-9), meanwhile,
settled down and pitched his
fifth complete game of the
season, giving up nine hits to
his former team. He is now 3-1
against the White Sox, three
seasons after winning the Cy
Young Award in Chicago.
The right-hander is also 7-0
In his last nine September
starts dating back to 1993.
Omar Vizquel walked in the
sixth and Kenny Lofton singled. After a double steal, Seitzer punched a two-run, two-out
single to center, giving Cleveland a 4-3 lead.
McDowell stopped a rally in
the seventh when he picked off
pinch-runner Darren Lewis at
first. Chicago manager Terry
Bevington charged out of the
dugout, apparently claiming a
balk had been committed.
The Indians, who left the
bases loaded in the third,
loaded them again in the fifth
on two walks and a single by
Seitzer.
Alvarez then walked Albert
Belle to force in a run and gave
up an RBI single to Julio

Franco, cutting Chicago's lead
to 3-2.
Alvarez, who is 2-4 with
three no decisions in his last
nine starts, was hurt by six
walks in six innings. He gave
up eight hits.
Notes: Cleveland manager
Mike Hargrove said he'd like to
clinch the division as soon as
possible. "We want to get it
done so we can devote our
energy to the playoffs," he
said. ... Thomas has 36 homers
and Baines 22. ... The White
Sox added pitchers Mike Sirotka and Stacy Jones to their
roster before the game and
placed Matt Karchner on the
60-day emergency disabled
list. Karchner had surgery on
his right knee Sept. 3.... Home
plate umpire Dale Scott had to
leave the game in the sixth inning after he was hit In the
groin by a Jose Vizcaino foul
ball that ricocheted ofr the
ground. The game was delayed
five minutes while Rocky Roe
changed into the chest protector so he could take over behind the plate.

Reds losing ground
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - Less than a
month ago, manager Ray Knight
was confident the Cincinnati
Reds were going to win the NL
Central. He spoke of a division title as a matter of "when," not
"if."
Three weeks of typical Reds
baseball - win a few, lose a few have changed his tone. Knight
and the Reds are on the verge of
conceding that someone else will
get the title this time around.

up because we finish with St.
Louis, but it doesn't look very
good."
The Reds played their worst
baseball since the All-Star game
on their West Coast trip. Their
pitchers got rocked, their defense gave away runs and their
offense folded.
An 8-0 drubbing Sunday in San
Diego left Knight looking at tremendous odds. The Reds will virtually have to sweep the Car-

By losing five of six in Los Angeles and San Diego last week,
the Reds essentially played
themselves out of the race. Cincinnati was in fourth place on its
off-day Monday, 5 back with
just 13 games to play.
The Reds play first-place St.
Louis seven times in their final
10 games, a scheduling break
that they were counting on to
give them one last run at the title.
But seven games won't be nearly
enough to make up such a big
margin.
"We've put ourselves in a very
tough spot," second baseman
Bret Boone said. "We can't give

"We can't give up
because we finish
with St. Louis, but it
doesn't look very
good."
Bret Boone
Red's second baseman
dinals, then hope that Houston
and Chicago both go into swoons,
in order to be in the race to the
end.
"As long as we're within six
games and we've got seven with

(the Cardinals), I'm not going to
stop hoping," Knight said.
Hope is about all they have left,
and there's very little of that. The
Reds' rotation is wobbly and
their lineup is in disarray heading into the final 13 games. The
Reds play three in Pittsburgh before returning home.
On Sunday, the Reds were
missing Barry Larkin, Eric Davis
and Kevin Mitchell from the
lineup. Larkin has a sore hip,
Davis was sore from playing
several days in a row and Mitchell had a viral infection.
"You take all of your firepower
out of there," Knight said. "The
offense is going to suffer, no
question about it."
The Reds don't have the depth
to pull through injuries, one of
their main weaknesses all
season. And their rotation has
been undependable since Mark
Portugal developed a sore elbow
and later pulled a hamstring last
month.
The Reds have tried a variety
of pitchers to fill that spot, and
no one has done well.
"That fourth and fifth spot
hasn't been effective."

353-3411
Total
Fraternities
Sport
Source Sororities
Intramural Teams
1045 N. Main
Bowling Green, OH

Imprinted Sportswear
Baseball * Softball * Volleyball * Officials
Equipment * Hockey * Basketball * Football
Bocce * Disc Golf

Fundraisers
Groups

RUSH

sic; EI»

Rush will be held Sept. 11, 12, 17 & 18 at 7:30 P.M.
The Slg Ep House Is located between Rodgers and NE Commons
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The BC News
COAL VALLEY. III. - Tiger
Woods stared at the ground and
tried to collect himself before
explaining what went wrong in
the final round of the Quad City
Classic.
He looked as if he wanted to
break something or cry - or both.
The anger and the hurt were
struggling for control of his emotions just as he struggled to control those emotions during Sunday's round at Oakwood Country
Club.
"I had a three-stroke lead and
it all slipped away in a heartbeat," he said.
Then, turning the hurt into the
kind of determination that has
marked his relentless pursuit of
golf greatness, he said: "I see
progress. I keep getting better."
There is no doubting the greatness of Tiger Woods and that victory on the PGA Tour for the
20-year-old rookie is only a matter a time.
Time and perhaps a few more
disappointments like Sunday's
when he took a one-stroke lead
into the final round at Quad City,
built it to three after two holes,
then lost his composure on two
holes and kicked the tournament
away.
His fifth-place at Quad City
behind Ed Flori, Andrew Magee,
Chris Perry and Steve Jones was
Woods' best as a pro.
He finished 60th in his pro debut at the Greater Milwaukee
Open three weeks ago and was
11th the next week at the Canadian Open. Now fifth.
Next up is the B.C Open in Endicott.NY.
It is a remarkable debut for
Woods, but also a debut that
shows how difficult it is to win on
the PGA Tour.
Fiori, a 43-year-old, 19-yearveteran of the tour who hadn't
won since 1982 called on every
ounce of experience he had to
block out Woods' towering tee

shots and the confusion created
by the massive gallery and
swarming media.
The short, chunky Fiori has
nothing approaching Wood's natural talent or his classic swing.
But he had griny shot after gritty
shot, frequently hitting from 80
yards behind Woods in the fairway.
It was Fiori who could shoot a
67 on Sunday and win while
Woods was stumbling to a 72.
It was Magee who could shoot a
closing round 62 and gain 10
strokes on Woods. Perry gained
six strokes on Woods Sunday and
Jones picked up four.
Woods' 72 was the worst finalround score by anyone in the
top-26 in the tournament and only
four of the 74 players shot a
higher score than Woods on Sunday.
This was a course that Woods
should have handled easily. His
340-yard drives were leaving
easy sand wedge approaches to
the greens. The wide fairways
left lots of room for error.
And this was a field Woods
should have handled. No one in
the top IS on the money list was
in the tournament.
"Some days are good and some
are not," Magee said about
Woods. "You know, we are not
going to lie down out there. I
think this was a blessing in disguise for Tiger."
The round unraveled for
Woods on the fourth hole.
He drove into an algae-covered
pond then after a penalty drop hit
a tree and the ball bounced into
the water again. Walking out of
the rough. Woods slammed the
tree with his club and shouted at
himself.
After two-putting for a quadruple-bogey eight. Woods banged
his putter on the ground and
cursed himself again.
"This was his tournament to
win," Fiori said about Woods.
"He hit one bad shot and never
got over it," he said, referring to

the quadruple bogey on No. 4.
On the 342-yard seventh hole,
Woods drove just short of the
green in the left rough. A fine
flop shot left an 8-foot birdie
pun. Astoundingly, he four
putted, hitting the first one 4 feet
past the hole, the second 4 feet
long and the third 2 feet past the
cup.
Flori, who was about 100 yards
behind Woods off the tee, hit his
approach shot to 3 feet and made
the birdie pun.
The gallery was too stunned
even to groan after the four-putt,
the silence making Woods' walk
from the green seem even more
awkward.
"I just purted horribly," Woods
said.
"It's not a golf story," Earl
Woods said Sunday as he
watched his son on the practice
green before the final round of
the Quad City Classic. "It's a human story: Can the kid hang on?"
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Conklin Hall
Sept. 11,12,17,18

OEK
7:30 pm-9:30pm

BURLINGTON
v AIR EXPRESS
BAX has outstanding opportunities for partlme sorters
lor our day and night operations at the Toledo Hub.
Candidates should be at least 18 years of age, possess
a high school diploma or equivalent and be able to lift
70 lbs. consistently. Applicants should also possess a
valid drivers license and positive driving record based
on company policy.
* EXCELLENT C0MPENSATI0N...($8.07 $8.25 an hour) with possible
Increases alter six months
* TUITION ASSISTANCE
* HEALTH BENEFITS
* PAID VACATIONS/ HOLIDAYS

FOR IMMEDIATE CONSOLATION, PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY
THROUGH FRDAY FROM 8:30 A.M. T012:00 P.M. OR 11:30 P.M. TO 2:00
A.M. AT BURLINGTON AIR EXPRES8, ONE AIR CARGO PARKWAY EAST (OFF
OF 20A, BEHIND TOLEDO AIRPORT), SWANT0N, OHIO 43558.

Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/V/D
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BROADCAST STATIONS

CB

Young and the Restless [Bold IB.

As the World Twos B.

Guiding Light (In Stereo] Oprah Wmlrey X

TmCilyT AilMyCDildrtnT

On.Lil.loLiv.lt

General rtospitalX

Another World »

Costly

Blossom IT Baywatch (in Stereo) Jt

Monlel Williams «

Quilting

CrC3tures

Days ol Oul Lives X
Instructional Programming
Instructional

©
Dating

CD

Bill Nye

Gourmet

Paid Prog

Gsrgoyies

rtswtywed

Paid Prog

Car Show

Northern E xpoeur* X

Sewing

Gargoyles

N..5 II

Hick] L

CBS News

ChM'5 >
News

Station

Barney

Place

Sandiego

Wishbone

News-Lehrer

Beetleborg Rangers

Quack

Simpsons

Home Imp

News

Day 1 Date

Wishbone

Sharks

Fortune

Jeopardy1

Entertain

Haid Copy

Mad-You

Movie. ,*Undue/nflue'v;e"(1996)BnanDflnnehy X

Promised Land.«
Mad You

cops:r':

Sesame Street (R) X.

Bill Nye

The Mask

■'^i>T)?Tl^WilrrTfTTai?TT

Ntwt S

Liles Work Home Imp

Spin City

High Incidtnl I

Something Frasier S

Caroline

Datetine lln Slereo) X

The Weil (In Slereo) (Pan 3 ot 8) X

The Weet (in Stereo) (Part 3 ol 8) X

Creatures

The Weil (In Stereo) (Part 3 ot 8) X

Civil Wr» (Part 4 ol 9) X

Home Imp.

Movie: .•• -'lynjjsfone (1993| Kurt Russcl X

To Be Announced

Lite Show (In Stereo) X
Nightlineg | Hollywood
M-A'S-H:« Tonight Show (In Stereo)
Computer

Charlie Rose (In Slereo}
Served

N.-S

Star Trek Ne>l Gener

Moesha X |Hornsboys |Burning Zone (In Slereo)

Wrestling

Burning Zone (In Slereo)

Fresh Pr.

I turned

Lounge Liz. Dream On

H Mandel

Politically

[DailyShow |KidsinHail

Brooklyn Dodgers

(Baseball

Sportscenter a

Star Trek

CABLE STATIONS
Saturday Night Live .«
ESPN Sportscentet (Rl

Politically

Daily Show Soap .K

M.vdba

Billiards: Masters

HBO Real Sports IMovn: •• -MealBirtsfsirf II"|I9B4)
SC Boxing Prme Cnampionshrp Series (R)
SCI Ft Amazing Spider-Man
Wanted

__

Top Cops

Who*.?

Hitchcock lOarkiide

Movie: .• ■Luc*yS(fl"(l969) Donna Duron.
Superbouts

~

The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977

Environmental Action Group
Every Tuesday, 800pm. 301 University HaH
Jewelry, carvings and other imported goods
at the
FAR EAST ARTIFACT SALE
September 1 7 19
1030am- 3:30pm
Education Steps
Sponsored by UAO
Any questions call the into fcne & ?- 7164
RUSH
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
CO-ED SERVICE FRATERNITY
RUSH INFO MEETINGS
Tuesday, September 176:00pm
©the locked k>uno* ol Kohl Hall

CAMPUS EVENTS

Wednesday, September 18 7:30pm
©the main lobby of Prout Hall

-SMC-SMC'SMC-SMC-SMC-SMC"
There wilt be ■ meeting lor all members ol
SMC tonight Tuesday Sept. 17 @ 9pm m BA
115. If you cannot be there or will not be reluming to SMC tiis year. Please contact Knatina &
352 9360 See you there.
^IwC^MC-SMC^MC-SMC-SMC"
•ATTENTION SKIERS*
THE BGSU ALPINE SKI TEAM
will have its 1 st informational meeting
Wednesday. Sept 18th
at9:0Opmint16BA
Come check it oull
Any Ts call Amy 353-9193
SKI HARD OR GO HOME

Fraternity Rush begins Wed Sept. nth and
Thurs. Sept. 12th trom 7 30 9 30pm It w.II con
onueonTues. Sept 17th and Wed Sept 18th
at the same lime.
Be a part of BGSU tradition. Visit as many or as
few houses as you want, it's absolutely free.
For more mfo contact the IfC office ai
372 2848
MEN'S

FRATERNITY HUSH
FRATERNfTYRUSH

Wanted

Top Copt

WilVJjX

Wings."

-RUSH ALPHA PHI - RUSH ALPHA PHI
COME MEET THE SISTERS OF
ALPHA PHI
I2S YEARS OF SISTERHOOD

TONIGHT 8:30-930
AT THE ALPHA PHI HOUSE

•RUSH ALPHA PHI- RUSH ALPHA PHI

•UNIV. 100Congratulatory' You've linshec!
We're so proud ol you. Yesl
At Bowling Green Stale University
You're on your way to success

THE SISTERS OF ALPHA PHI WOULD LIKE
TO
THANK THE BROTHERS OF SAE FOR
AN AWESOME DAY/SATURDAY NIGHTl

Sailing Club
Now is the time to gel away.
Join the BGSU Sailing Team.
Nemmeeting Wed Sept. 18
101 BA 7 30pm
Any questions call Man @ 2-1237
Sailing Club
THETACHI-THETACHI
Theta Clt Rush
Tonight and Tomorrow
7 30-9 30
THETA CHI-THETA CHI
USG"USG"USG"USG
Organizations applications are now available m
404 Student Services for organizational representatives on USG.
USG"USG"USG'USG
WBGUB8.1 FM JAZZDJSNEEDED
Training preferred but not necessary.

WE HADA GREAT TIMED
LOVE. ALPHA PHI

BGSU LAW SOCIETY
All maters welcome
Sept 18 9:00pm
Rm. 117BA

ATTENTION
Honors Student Association
Froah Rep Elections
Tues., Sept. 17.9pm
Ashley Activity Lounge
Get involved1

LOST & FOUND
FOUND Female, yellow tiger cat,
ve<7 friendly, found near 5 th St.
Call 354-0140

AOII- RUSH • AOII • RUSH
Come meet the sisters ol
Alpha Omicron Pi tonight
for an open rush parry at
9 15pm. Come and expenence the
power of friendship
AOII" RUSH • AOII • RUSH
ATTENTION ALL STUOCNTSIM Grants 1
scholarships svallsble from sponsors1!1 No
prepayments, everlll SSSCash lor cotleoeill. For Into: 1-900-243-2435.
ATTENTION
Honors Student Association
Frosh Rep Elections
Tues.. Sept. 17.9pm
Ashley Activity Lounge
Get involved1

SERVICES OFFERED

Collegiate «H
Collegiate 4-H

LOOKING FOR A HEALTHIER YOU
Craft 372-9355 lor more information
about an 8week we*grit management
program on Tuesdays 3:30-5:00pm
Starting at the end of September
the sma)i fee required is
Bursa/abtel
Sign Up Today

The annual Kick o" meeting for BGSU Collegiate 4-H will be held on Tuesday. Sept 17 at
8 30pm m 305 Mose-ey. No previous 4-H experience necessary - everyone welcome' Come
iom the fun!
Collegiate 4-H
Collegiate 4-H

Pregnant?
Free pregnancy tests Conlidenual and canng.
354 46/3 BG Pregnancy center

Criminal Justice Organization
General Meeting
Eiecton of VP. Sec . A Treas
Wed Sept. 18.10 00pm
Rm 117BA

SKYDIVE NOW IN BOWLING GREEN
Student A group discounts Visa A MC accepted lOmms from BGSU
SKYDIVE BG 352 5200

Help BGSU show its values)
Design a poster to display
BGSU's five core values
$400 prize to the winner
Entry forms available m 405
Student Services or 330 Umon
or call 372 2843 or 372 2343
Deadline: October 4

Sportt Writers on TV (R)

Goll Am.

LPGA Goll Saloco Classic - Fnat Round. |R|

More and Les Levine

Thor bred

Monsters

V "The Conversion'' I

She-WoH ol London

Fri the 13th Series

Twil. Zone

Renegade "Dead Heal"

Highlander The Series

Murder. She Wrote X

Boung Skrpper Kelp vs. Tony Martin (Live) X

Jewelry, carvings and other imported goods
at the
FAR EAST ARTIFACT SALE
September 17-19
10 30am - 3:30 pm
Education Steps

NEW INTRAMURAL SPORT: MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S KICKBALL TOURNAMENT ONLY
EIGHT MENS AND EIGHT WOMEN'S WIL
BE ACCEPTED ENTRIES DUE
SEPTEM
BER 18. BY 4 00PM IN THE INTRAMURAL
OFFICE. TOURNAMENT WILL BE PLAYED
ONSATUnr)AY.SEPTMEBER21,l 5PM
POSTER SALE.Biggest and best selection
Choose from over 2000 different
images ROCK, FINE ART, MOVIE POSTERS, ALIENS, WILD LIFE, X-FILES, STAR
WARS, SCENIC LANDSCAPES, PERSONALITIES (Brad Pin. Sandra Bullock. Einstein.
Val KHmer, Pamela Anderson and many ottv
ers).HUMOfl, ROMANCE, PHOTOGRAPHY
(Taloot. Ansel Adams, and others). MOST
IMAGES ONLY $6. $7. AND M EACH! See us
al the THE UNIVERSITY UNION - 2nd
FLOOR GRAND BALLROOM on MONDAY
SEPTEMBER 16TH THROUGH FRIOAY
SEPTEMBER 20TH. The hours are 10 am. -6
p m This salo is sponsored by UAO

RUSH KAPPA ALPHA
Be a FOUNDING FATHER:
Come buikf a FUTURE with usi
@ the Sigma Kappa house
(located behind Conklin)
Tues. Sept. 17rh 7 30-9:30
Wod Sept 18th 7.30-9:30
Defining the Gentleman
KAPPA ALPHA

BGSU SKATING CLUB
9:1 S-101SPM EVERY
TUES NIGHT AT THE
ICE ARENA
83 . SKATE RENTAL
ST UOE NTS/FACULTY/STAFF

RUSHSIGEP
RUSHSIGEP
RUSHSIGEP

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
352-9638
STUFF BREADSTICKS w' any pizza item
FREE DELIVERY
DELTA SIGMA PI
THE COED PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS
FRATERNITY
Info-Nile Sept 23 al 9:30pm
InRm. 112LSCII
BUSINESS BACKED BY BROTHERHOOD

The sisters ol Delta Zeta will be having open
rush on Tuesday from 6-8:45 and on Wednesday from 9-9:45. The Delia Zeta house is lo
cated down University lane across form Founders. Questions or a ride call
Knslen
353-5160 Bnng a friend and well see you
there
FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over S6 Billion in public and private sector
grants and scholarships is now available All
students are eligible regardless of grades, income or parent's income. Let us help Call Studeni Financial Services 1 800-6495
eil F55445
Help organize one ol the biggest events
ol the semester"!
Join the
UAO HOMECOMING COMMITTEE"!
Tuesday Sept. 17 al 8 00pm in tie
Tafi Room 3rd Fl. Union
For more information call 372-7164

RUSHSIGEP
RUSHSIGEP
RUSHSIGEP

SENIOR PICTURES
Anyone graduating in December. May. or August call now to schedule an appointment
3728086
WHAT A GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT
FOR YOUR PARENTS!
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa
Congratulations to Jordan Duffle and Kristen
Pengelly lor being chosen as sisters ol the
week I
Jordan and Knsten. you're awesome!
Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa

TAKE A BITE AND ON THE MOVE
FOR HEALTH AND JOY
Call now to find out about an
eight week program designed to
educate about healthier eating habitsl
Tuesdays 3:30-5 00pm
starting the last week ol Septmeoer!

WANTED
1 lemale roommate, close to campus.
SlOSpermo. . uM Only '111 M.iy

Call 354-4239
1 lemale subleaser needed Spring 1997. Own
room. Furnished apartment $260 mo ♦ electric/phone. Quiet area, close to campus. Call
3S3 1387
1

non-smoking

lemale subleaser needed
ASAP
Own room, S250rmo + electric

Monsters
»(R)X
Silk Stalking; tin Slereo) Big Date

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Postlons are now available al National
Parks, Foresta 4 Wildlife Preserves. Eicetlant Benefits 8 bonusesl Call
1-206-971-3620 ext. N55446
Positon open for pt. time waitress. Must be
able lo work evenings, off by 8pm. Apply in
person at Mclntyre's Family Restaurant, no
W. Poe Rd. behind Rally's.
SPRING BREAKI
Eam cash! Highest Commissions
Lowest Priceel Trsvel Free only 13 sales
Free Info! Can 1-800-426-7710
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM

Call 354-2263
FEMALE NON-SMOKING SUBLEASER.
$140. Mo 2 blocks from campus Call Any
354 2538
Student Athletic Trainers:
Are you an Athletic Training major or minor, or
interested in Athletic Training with a minimum
of 3 years of college remaining? it you are inieresied in obtaining your cancel hours in tie
intercollegiate semng contact Bill Jones. Head
Athletic Trainer. BGSU al 372-7088
WANTED: College students interested m food,
fun, fitness, and facts to attend eight week nutrition, health 8 fitness program Tuesdays
3:30-5:00pm. Starts end of Sepiember Cal
372-9355 for more information! TAKE A BITE
AN0 ON THE MOVE FOR HEALTH AND JOY
Fee materials are bursarabie.

The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon would
like lo thank the ladies ol Alpha Phi tor a great
tea on Saturday

HOUSEBOYNEEDED
Alpha Phi needs a Houseboy for the 96-97
school year Please call Lizzy @ 372 5806 or
June @ 37? 5409 if inieresied

Checkers
Dan-Ball League
Anyone interested m Dart-Ball
please sign up at Checkers
League begins first Tuesday m Oct

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
COED
4-PLAYER VOLLEYBALL - SEPTEMBER 30:
WOMEN'S AND COED FLAG FOOTBALL d OCTOBER I. MENS FLAG FOOTBALL ■
d OCTOBER 2: M.W.C BIATHLON - OCTOBERS

"Suffering from OJ Withdrawl?"
Get your hx by joining
the USG Judicial Board!
Interviews Sept 17th and 18th
Call 372 2969 tor details

Make up to $25-845 per hour teaching basic
conversational English in Japan. Tarwan or S.
Korea. No leaching background or Asian languages required. For information call
(206)971-3570 ext J55444
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Entry level positrons available worldwide (Ha
wait, Mexico, Cambean etc.) Wartstaff,
housekeepers. SCUBA dive leaders, fitness
counselors and more. Call Reson Employment
Services. 1-206-971-3600 ext. R5S444

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

'86 Chevrolet Cavalief
Exoelleni Condition, reliable
$2000 w best offer 352 5934

$1750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars
For info call 301-306-1207

'87 Ford Escort fo- sale
needs some won*, $650
Call Kara at 372 3554

—FREETRIPS* CASH!—
Find out how hundreds of student representatives are already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH wilhAmerlca's «1 Spring
Break company1 SeU only 15 trips and travel
free! Cancun, Bahamas. Mazatjan. Jamaica, or
Florida! CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS
ALSO AVAILABLE Call Now! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95 BREAK'
2ND Shift Babysitter Needed
M-F For more info
Cal Denise 0352-9201
Admin. AssisL 7-7:50 part-time mom-nga
workers comp payroll. Exp preferred 10 mm
from BG. Call Sue 419 666 8500
ADULT SERVICES SUBSTITUTE - We ere
seeking qualified individuals 10 provide orvthelob coaching to persons with mental retardation and devetopmenuil disabilrties m community based and workshop settings May be required to provide transportation (or consumers
to/from job site. Varied hours. High School Df~
pioma/GED required and Ohio Dnver-a License. S6.50/hr. Appkcations available al
Wood Lane Administrative Offices, Entrance B.
11160 E. Gypsy Lane Road. Bowling Green
from 8 OOam • 4 30pm. Monday - Fnday EOE
ASSEMBLERS Excellent income
to assemble products al home.
Info 1-504 646-1700 DEPT OH 6255

Childcare needed in my Perryaburg Ft Metgs
home. 24-30 hours/week for 3 young children.
Caring, dependable non-smoker. Must have
own car. Excellent pay. References required.
419-874-3641, leave message
College Students ■ $1025
Entry level openings. Full & Pi t-rne No experience necessary Al majors. Call now. Will fill
quickly. 419-881-0736
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING

372-9355

Caah n* Carry Special
1 Oozroses $15 95
The Flower Basket 165 S Main
Downtown (next to Kaufman's)

PERSONALS

9 00pm Educ. 363

Movie: •'] 'Power 98"

Racing

[Buckeye

Why flip burgers?
Find a job relaied to your maior NOW'*
Freshmen. Sophomores, & Junrors
who are NEW lo co-op.
CO-OP KICK OFF
Friday, Sept 20th. 3 30 PM
117 01 scamp
Questions? 3722451

Friends of the Deaf
1 ti meeting Wed Sept 18

Arliss ■'

Twil. Zone

Bobcats

Rush Lambda Chi Alpha
Tues 17th 7:30-9 30 MardiGraa
Come Celebrate Fal Tuesday our way
Wed 18th 7 30-9 30 Card Night
Win BIG with Lambda Chi Alpha

DZ RUSH DZ RUSH DZ RUSH
College Republicans
TONIGHT
tl28A9pm

Back From Madness

Sit Million Dollar Man

PRESIDENTS S ADVISORS OF STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS - Mark your calendars for
Bus year's President & Advisors Reception on
Wednesday, September 18 at 7:00pm tn 9ie
Community Suite ol the Union Get your group
startod on the 'right tool* and network with
other organization leaders For more information call the Student Life Office at 372-2643

SAE • ALPHA PHI • SAE ■ ALPHA PHI

Call 352-6633 or 353-8077
'II you cant convince them,
contuse them*

[Major League Soccer: Revolution at United

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK

leadership, friendship, service
RUSHSIGEP
RUSHSIGEP
RUSHSIGEP

Sportsrenter

,
Movie:»»» 'The TwkeoaeAirmen'(1995) 'PG-13' tiio»»t: t>TMiyirtf r^n<uiy-(i996! Stephen Rea

Sponsored by UAO
Any questions call the into line @2 7164

ALPHA PHI • SAE • ALPHA PHI • SAE

MEN'S

Attention All Education Major*
BGSEA invites you to attend our first general
meeting on Sept. 17 at 9pm in MacDonalc
Quad Countryside Room 7??'scall2 2943
See you there1

H'dA Today Up Clew

Thursday, September 19 7 00pm
©the main lobby in Ashley HaH

All 88.1 FMWBGUDJ'a
Stall meeting Tuesday, Sept 17
in South Hal room 105H
Arrive early and have a chance ol
winning breakfast in bed with
Dan Stutzman.
ATTENTION ALL MEN INTE RESTED
INFRATERNITYRUSHI

NFLGre.it

NFL.

Movie: ««'i Trx«9She*c»r«)»nes'(l985)X
Movie:«'i -Swdirng Charmels'liiWe) W'l
Racing
Tennis
Lou HcHU
R. Cooper
Tennis Legends ol Time
Swamp
Bionic Woman
Seen ID
Buck Rogers
Incredible Hulk

Live With the People's Court. Love Connection & the Big Date

,

Pee-wee Herman

Earn up to S2000*/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World Travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment available. No
eiperince necessary. For more information
call 1 206-971-3550 e>t C5S447
Eam cash stuffing envelopes at home. All
materials provided Send SASE to PO Box
624Olathe,K366051.
Graphic Designer Part-Time 10 hrs. per week must have computer access Send resume and
sample work to- Network Services 116 W.
Pronl St Suite A. Findlay. OH 45840
Kaufman's Downtown la now accepting applications tor daytime servers. Musi be available
10 work between ifjam • 4pm Mon. - Sal Apply
in person between 2pm & 5pm
Lawn maintenance positions available pan and
full time. Cad Knickerbocker lawns. 352-5822

1971 Chevelle Malibu Convertible
Original condition. $4,500 cal 352-0387 (days)
or 352-9091 (eve) or can be seen anytime al
Wright Tire A Auto 1069 N Mam St
1984 SlO Bluer 4x4 New exhaust, starter,
brake pads, good cond. $3200
060.
353-7160
1985 HONDA O VtCCRX
Lots ol new parts, great condition, 2)00 obo.
Bnan35? 3464
1987 Gold Pontlac Flero
5-speed. 90.000 m. sunroof. $25,000 OBO
354-0423
i989HundaiXL.Auto. 2dr hatchback.
89K. stereo, runs great $1400
Call 354 6192

91 Honda Accord EX
2 door lull power, automatic sunroof - Asking
$9.500call4l9-666-9684.
Fender Srjuier Jazz Bass, 6 mo old. barery
piaved. $400 NEW. $300 or best offer Can
353 2121.
FOR SALE: Brother Inteliifaji 740M FaxmachineStitl in box..ACS System, 60 station
memory, auto cutoff, copy machine, auto answer, adj tint, extra paper $700 obo. Call
372-4146 ask tor Dan
Queen size waterbod FuH floatation. 2yrs old.
Eicel.cond $100. Can 354 7321.
THE TIME TO PLAN FOR YOUR FUTURE IS
NOW!)
I A S P International is currently looking lor
hard working, motivated students to fill management positions for the summer of 1997
Positions are filled on a first come, first qualified bas<s m the following areas: all suburbs of
Cleveland. Akron. Canton. Columbus. Dayton.
Youngstown, Ctnonnati. and Toledo If you are
looking to build your resume, gain valuable expenonce, and find out more about our man
agement program please call 1 800 543 3792
Vacuum cleaners
$10 Each
353-9093

FOR RENT
Apartments for rent
2 bedroon furnished apartment. Close to campus. Utilities included.. Grad. Students weicome 351 5074
Roommate Needed Immediately
for 2 bedroom Apt. close to campus
Own room. $255/month. Pay electric only

352 9409
Rooms lor rent near campus.
A/C etc .$150 $250 per month.
Call Bob 353-4512.

NOW HIRING
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS
(CASHIERS)

FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL
for new store opening at
1560 E. Wooster St., B.G.
We Offer:
• Competitive Pay
• Great Benefits
• Advancement Potential
• Flexible Schedules
• Student Incentive Bonus (up to $200.00 a Quarter)
• Cashier Referral Bonus ($100.00)
Apply in person: Mon.- Frl. 8 a.m. 5 p.m.
1560 E. Wooster

Super America
A DIVISION OF ASHLAND OIL PROUD TO BE AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

leadership-

Wanted 2 bedrooms and efficiency apartments
available now Call 352-5620

ervice

S

JJecreation ~
Friendship

Wmthrop Terrace Apartments
2 bedroom apartments still available, gas included limited number Call 352-9135

r-wwwwiwwwwm
The Finest Beef
Served Anywhere.

Bowling Green State University

Collegiate 4-H

JAs^nmL %icrKJOjj 9^}nE'n9{g!
Tues. Sept.H-7, 8:30 pm
305 Mosley Hall

146 Nnnh Main

Bowling Green

